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orns: Alcohol
uses discord
community
"There's not enough participation in Student Government and I hope that in
tern President David the future we can get stutold Student Senate dents to turn out more
esday students who aggressively in the Student
ent Charleston bars Government," Jorns said.
to act more responsiSenate member Jason
hen leaving the facili- Anslement said the main
problem with participation
ns said there is dis - is the "lack of student faith"
ony between Char- in Student Government.
residents and EasSenate members also
students because of v oiced conc erns over the
ol-related incidents reassignment of academic
ing Eastern students adviser John Coffey from
Charleston bars.
the Academic Development
hink the people of Center to the Education
ston really treat the Department.
nt body with disreCoffey's reassignment
Jorns said.
does not affect his accessit wasn't for your dol- bility to the students, Jorns
e City of Charleston said.
't be doing very well.
"I could assure you it's
not talking about the being handled with utter
to get smashed, but care and without violating
·ght to a social life," the rights of the individus said, referring to al," Jorns said.
students under 21.
Jorns declined further
s also spoke of the comment on the Coffey situf student participa- ation, but called it "a seriStuden t
• Continued on Page 2

A dose of reality
Cyprus Hughes, lectures on "The Black Community In Crisis; Where Do We Go From
Here?" as a part of Black History Month in the Charleston-Mattoon room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union Wednesday evening.

quor task force schedules forums
Charleston Liquor Task Force
sday passed a motion to hold
public forums later this month
March to discuss raising the
bar-entry age to 21.
first meeting is scheduled for
7, from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastern.
ct location will be announced.
second meeting will be at
ton High School on Feb. 24,
to 9 p.m. The final forum will
Eastern on March 1, from 7 to
.m. The location will also be
ced.
yor Dan Cougill said he was
to having two of the meet-

ings at the university because it
would favor one side. Task force
members, however, agreed a second

forum was needed at the university
to give leverage to students with
night classes.

"We want to allow everyone interested in the forums to have access,"
said task force member Don Yost.
"The meetings are open to the public,
and everyone is encouraged to
attend."
Students and citizens wishing to
voice their concerns at the forum can
sign up in advance. Names will be
selected at random to speak. Speakers will be required to state their
names and affiliations with the issue.
Because of time constraints, statements will be limited to three minutes.
Citizens and students may only
speak once at the first and second
forums, but will be allowed another
chance to speak at the third meeting.

·gma Pi expansion lawsuit rejected
s to build an expanf the Sigma Pi fraterouse are dead follown appellate court's
ion of a lawsuit that
d have forced the city
w work to begin.
three-judge panel in
ourth Appellate Court

District in Springfield
Tuesday upheld a Coles
County Circuit Court ruling
that denied the expansion.
The judges ruled in a 23page opinion that the city's
zoning laws were not
unconstitutionally vague
and contradictory.
"We had to prove some
level of hardship," said
Chad Bandy, Sigma Pi

alumni correspondent. "I
think the judge thought we
hadn't proven that."
The fraternity can appeal
to the Illinois Supreme
Court or ask for a rehearing
before the appellate court.
However, Bandy said, the
fraternity won't pursue the
case.
Sigma Pi filed a civil suit
in the Coles County Circuit

Court in December 1992
Charleston Mayor Dan
after the city Board of Cougill lives near the
Zoning
Appeals
and Sigma Pi house, although
Planning rejected the fra- he was not yet mayor at the
ternity's plans to expand its time the board rejected the
house at 956 Sixth St. request.
Residents in the area com"We've lived on this block
plained the expansion for 40 years," Bandy said.
would make the house "People purchased their
unattractive and out of houses here knowing that.
place in the residential We are good neighbors. You
neighborhood.
•Continued on Page 2
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Hours revised for holiday
In observance of Abraham Lincoln's birthday,
campus buildings will be
open under revised hours
Thursday and Friday.
Classes will not be held
Friday.
Booth Library will operate under normal hours (8
a.m . to 11:45 p.m.) today
and will be closed on
Friday. The library will
resume normal hours on
Saturday (9 a.m. to 4 :45

p.m.) and Sunday (1:30 p.m.
to 11:45 p .m.).
The Student Recreation
Center will open at normal
times (7 a.m. on Friday and
8 a.m. on Saturday) but will
not offer its bar-alternative
hours this weekend and
will close both nights at 10
p .m . instead of midnight.
The Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union will be
open during its normal
hours (8 a.m. to 10:30 p .m.)

on Friday, Saturday (10
a .m. to 10 p.m.) and Sunday
(10 a.m. to 10 p.m.). The
Sugar Shack and the Union
Bowling Alley will be the
only two Union operations
open during these times.
The Daily Eastern News
will not publish a Friday
edition. It will resume publication on Monday.

- Staff report

.------ . ~-
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430 West Lincoln•Charleston, IL•61920

"Buy any 6" Sub Sandwich at regular
price and GET ONE FREE!"
of equal value or less.*
w/pl.lrchase of any size drink
Not valid with any other discount offer.
Valid with this coupon only. One coupon per customer.

Expires February 21, 1994

---------------NEW RELEASE
*Not valid on delivery

$1 OFF CD's
50¢ OFF cassettes

FROM PAGE ONE

NEW RELEASES ONLY

BEASTIE BOYS
Same Old Bullshit

THERAPY

•From Page 1
ous personal matter."
Also, he said Coffey is
not being restrained from
talking.
In other matters, senate
approved a "First Amend-

ment Day".
Senate Speaker Bobby
Smith said the day is an
open forum meant to give
Eastern students a chance
to voice their concerns on
campus issues. Students

would be given three minutes to speak on the Library Quad in March, he
said.
The open forum doen't
have a scheduled time yet.

phampaign _ _ _ _ _ __

minors are drinking illegally in bars and
•FromPage 1
then
causing havoc on the streets.
would be maintained, there must also (be)
Students,
however, say police would be
standards that would reduce inappropriate
overwhelmed
with neighborhood parties if
behavior," said Commission Chairman
the bar-entry age is raised.
William Riley.
Charleston will consider moving from 19
He said some members have proposed
to
21 if Champaign acts. Mayor Dan
penalties that would hit the buyer, server
Cougill
doesn't want University of Illinois
and liquor-license holder.
A report to the City Council is due students migrating at night to the home of
March 15. The council will have the final Eastern Illinois University.
Macomb, home of Western Illinois
say.
University,
is raising its admission age
The bar-entry age has become an issue
here, the home of the University of Illinois, from 18 to 21, and Carbondale, the site of
Southern Illinois University, is moving
~n,d in other Illinois college towns.
from
18-and-a-half to 19.
<- 'Supporters· of a'. 21 adm:ission age say

Sigma_________
•From Page 1
wish people would be in
your favor and help you
out."
The house is classified
under zoning laws as a nonconforming user because it
is a multi-family house
located in a residential
neighborhood. About 26
men live in house.
The house is allowed different status than the surrounding homes because
Sigma Pi owned the house
before current city zoning
laws were passed in 1969.
City codes allow nonconforming users to expand
their residences up to 25
percent if the owner can
prove hardship.
In its suit, the fraternity

had to prove that the city's
zoning laws did not promote the health, safety and
welfare of the people of
Charleston, said City
Attorney Brian Bower.
"The whole idea was not
to increase the number of
people who live in the
house, but to increase the
comfort level of the people
who live there now," Bandy
said.
The fraternity had argued that the zoning laws
were contradictory. The
ordinances allow for nonconforming users, although
they must someday be
rezoned to match the rest of
the neighborhood's zoning.
However, the Sigma Pi
lawyers argued, this law

conflicts with an ordinance
allowing for expansion of
nonconforming users' properties if they can prove
hardship. The court rejected this argument.
The fraternity had
planned to add 2, 7 43
square feet to the 5,351square-foot house . Plans
included a new computer
room, expanded dining
room, bathrooms and a
meeting room. The fraternity also hoped to remodel
parts of the house.
"We are just going to
regroup and try to solicit
funds to remodel," Bandy
said. "We're not going to
expand. We are hopefully
going to get enough funds
to totally gut the place."
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ZHANE
Zhane

located at 4th & Lincoln
(Across from Hardat's)

Alice in Chains
Jar of Flies
CD 9.98
Cassette 5.98

Jaw Box
For Your Own
Special Sweetheart

Jawbreaker
24 Hour Revenge Therapy

Come check out
2 Live Crew
our new stock of Back at Your Ass for the Nin
perfume oils!

PIZZA & PUB
INTRODUCES
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET
FEATURING
•PIZZA
•SPAGHETTI

•SALAD BAR
•GARLIC BREAD

$3.99 plus tax
Every Tues. and Thurs. 5-9 p.m.
CHILDREN 10 & UNDER EAT
For $2.00
345-284

or you can create your own.
Tremendous selection of
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Trouble Gum

andy, Cards, Teddy Bears and more

~?CUeoJff~t
EIU PANTHERS ON BIG SCREEN

Hot Buffet ~ Silad Bar
11-2 p.m.
Italian Beef all day

fu~:;

Ham &.. Cheese $295
or $4.20 w /mozz.

Beer S£ecla)s

$I

20 Oz. Bud Ut
so
& Miller Lite
Stix Fabulous Seafood

Buffet Friday 5:30-7:30 A.Y.C.E.

Banquet Facility
Never a Cover!
I 9 to enter, 21 to drink

Don't know what to get
that special someone?
Don't worry, our courteous
staff will assist you

COME IN NOW
FOR BEST
SELECTION!!

--- - .. --., ~- ~
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cDoDUU'-S wee en
losing faces criticism

Gossett said. "I tried very
"We placed signs in the
hard to keep it open." She Buzzard Building for the stusaid it is stated in the con- dents coming out of church
astern officials said this tract that the restaurant may service on Sundays, we
k they are unhappy with close if it doesn't receive switched to free refills and
campus McDonald's deci- enough business.
we added pretzels and nachos
last month to close on
On Sundays, residence- · because the students wanted
kends.
hall food services do not them," Foley said. "We try to
lph Foley, owner of the serve food. Gossett said stu- be the best we can for the
ttoon and Charleston dents need to be able to go to majority of the people."
onald's, said the restau- McDonald's to eat on Sun"If the business will be
t in the Martin Luther days.
there," Foley said. "We'll be
g Jr. University Union
Hencken said he under- open."
be open only on "selected stands the business aspect of
A sign is posted on the
kends" for special campus the closing, however he McDonald's doors listing the
'gh school events.
would like to find a way to weekends it will be open.
was disappointed," said keep McDonald's open every
"I looked at the contract
Hencken, vice president weekend.
with a fine-tooth comb, but
student affairs. "We try to
"How do I pay my employ- the contract says they can
more for the students on ees if there isn't enough busi- alter their hours," Hencken
kends and then McDo- ness?" Foley said.
said. Five years are left in
's decides to close."
Gossett said McDonald's McDonald's Union contract.
nion Director Joan Goss- needs to advertise more so
McDonald's initially wantsaid McDonald's closed on everyone will know it is open. ed to close last fall because
kends in mid-January
Foley said he has tried to there wasn't very much busiuse of a lack of-business.
make the restaurant attrac- ness on the weekends, GosI don't like it at all," . tive to students.
sett said .
.

'

peaker: Haitian poverty
orse than any in U.S.
he poverty in Haiti is far worse than
in the United States and is perpetuatby the island's wealthy upper class,
ch controls most of the nation's wealth,
gular· visitor to the island · said
es day.
ob Corbett, the executive director of
re to Peb.ple; a -Haitian aid group, has
visiting Haiti for 12 years, since he
ded the organization in 1982. It aims
provide food and shelter to needy
ians living in rural parts of the island.
e People to People group travels twice
ear to the most remote regions of Haiti
rovide food and shelter to areas that do
receive aid from the United States and
United Nations.
e Haitian culture consists primarily of
al lower-class people with only 3 percent
he population in an elite upper class,
Corbett, whose presentation was sponed by the Haiti Connection, a campus
p that aims in build support for returndemocracy to Haiti. That elite 3 percent
trol most of the wealth in Haiti.
The lower class are poorer than any-

thing you have ever heard of in the United
States, by quantum leaps," Corbett said.
Corbett also outlined the practice of
voodoo, Haiti's dominant religion.
Corbett said that Haitian voodoo religion
is a difficult faith for many Americans to
understand.
The Haitian spirit world consists of a
"Bondye," which is an all-powerful creator
much like the Christian God but without
the interpersonal communication Christians believe in, Corbett said.
The other element in the voodoo spirit
world are the "Lwas." The Lwas are nonhuman spirits that ·individually control
health and well-being, Corbett said. They
are much like the Greek gods that rule over
certain aspects of the world.
Haitians pray to the Lwas and "feed"
them to keep them happy. The Lwas are fed
life in the form of sacrificial animals such
as chickens, goats, black pigs and, 'i n
extreme cases, water buffalo, Corbett said.
"Human sacrifice has never been a part
of the theology of Haitian Voodoo," Corbett
said. "Voodoo is a religion of healing.
"If someone becomes ill, Haitians believe
it is because the Lwa is angry with their
behavior," he said.

On Tour From
Michigan
come see t e
pyrotechnics
show, including aerial
bombs, flame throwers, concussion
bombs & more.
Experience the
Metallica Action Show!
Special Guest "Paradox"
Admission $3.00 Starts 9:00 p.m.

••••

You'll find the perfect
valentine in a heartbeat.

SliOEt'>OX GRtETINGS
(A i'r.y liffl• "ivisio" .( t-toli...ric)

We've got so many ways to make a heart heat a little
faster this Valentine's Day.

"~ I:: ..,..,

Judy#s Hallmark

I

~-.·

626 W.. Llncoln
34a.. s413

For a Private Romantic evening
with that special someone on
Valentine's weekend ... come to Craig's
to rent that special romantic movie!

w/ this Coupon
Weekly (7 Days)
Iron Will (PG) 7:15, 9:30
Tombstone (R) 7:00, 9:30

'
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University
reverses itself
on enrollment
Eastern administrators appear to be unable
to make up their minds about the university's
recent record enrollment figures.
Eastern' s spring enrollment hit a record
high this semester, totalling more than
10,000 students for the first time in the university's history. The
curren~ spring enroll0 0
ment 1s 10,055 stu- - - - - - - - - dents, an increase of
95 students over spring 1993.
Last week, several administrators agreed
they see Eastern' s high enrollment as a good
thing for the university. They all made
tatements to the effect that the record
.;nrollment can be taken as a sign of
Eastern's desirability among public institu,tions and Eastern's level of dedication to its
students.
"'(It's) a further indication that Eastern is
seen as one of the most desirable public
institutions in the Midwest," Eastern
President David Jorns.
While this all sounds very well and good,
one can't help but remember what the
administration said about the record enrollment just one short semester ago. When the
unusually high enrollment was first
announced last fall, the pronouncements
from the administration were not how good
it was for Eastern or how it presented a positive image of Eastern to prospective students.
At the time, some administrators complained about overcrowded classrooms and
residence halls. They talked about the necessity adding extra sections of classes and the
strain so many more students were placing
on the university's resources. Limiting future
enrollment was a much-discussed subject.
So which is it? Enrollment during the fall
semester was 10,693 students - 638 students more than are currently enrolled. Did
the decrease of about 640 students alleviate
the pressure the university seemed to think it
was under last fall? Or does Eastern's administration make a habit of saying one thing
one semester and something else the next?

-E-d--.-t--r-.·-a_l_

History says bar's apology lacks' sinceri
Kate McBride went to Stu's
Surfside on a Friday night.
Perhaps she wanted to mingle with her friends, enjoy a
refreshing beverage or dance
under abrasive neon and lnttating strobe lights.
Who knows?
And most importantly, who
cares? Whatever she wanted to
do that night, more power to

- - - - - - - - - voking and not controversial."
This letter happened to be
yet another apology for attitudes which would "not be
erated in this establishment."
Prompting the apology was
Stu's cute little remark, "The
Dee Zee Mansion on 7th
Street? Yeah, I've been there.
Those girls are great" (Apr. 1l
1992).
J .A..
•t
"
l
•
Take a look at what other
her.
Winders
It is safe to say, however,
quips Stu's considers "thou
what she didn't want was to
provoking." (If you wish to
come face to face with a sign upon which was scrawled, lect all seven, the ads can be found in the News on
"A bitch is a bitch but a box is still a meal."
date following each comment):
This may be a very funny comment when delivered
• "She had a terrible limp. but she was smiling" (F
on a third grade playground, but it is certainly not a
26, 1992).
bright or professional statement for a business to make.
• "Luckily she left without turning the lights on"
In a letter to this newspaper, Kate wrote that "insults
(March 4, 1992).
like this should not be written anywhere in a public
• "Grand openings are supposed to be when you
place."
open. That's what she said" (April 3, 1992).
She's right.
• "If I had a big nose I would use it to carry out a
In response to her letter, the staff and management
tasy of mine" (Feb. 5. 1992).
of Stu's offered this olive branch in a Feb. 2 ad: "We are
• "Do you want to pet my monkey? I trained it to
outraged that the message concerning women at Stu's
spit" (Feb. 28, 1992).
was written on the chalkboard. ... Such attitude will
• "I received lessons from Superman and that Jo
not be tolerated in this establishment. Our sincerest
Holmes guy" (April 1O. 1992).
apologies to Kate McBride and all others exposed to
• "What does the last P. stand for in O.P.P." (Feb. 4,
this display."
1992)?
Really?
So Kate, you can see how "outraged" Stu's is o
Kate, pay very dose attention from here on out.
such comments.
Beyond going to a surf dub inside a landlocked city,
This establishment has molded business around
these types of beliefs. This establishment has shown
you did nothing wrong. So don't forgive and forget just
because Stu's publidy apologized to you.
they have no intentions of changing. And most im
Believe me, they don't mean It.
tantly, this establishment has been built around the
And here's why.
concept that there is an ocean within 1,000 miles d
Two years ago, Stu's ran a seriesrof ads in this newsCharleston.
paper spotlighting a quotation from tt:ie fictitious hillbilAlso, I bet Stu doesn't even know how to surf.
ly surfer himself, Stu. The ads' content ranged from the
moronic to the Insipid to the simply obscene.
].A. Winders is the 1978 Americ:an League baffl
In an April 1992 letter to the editor, Stu's managechampion and a guest columnist for The Daily
ment said these "quotes are meant to be thought-proNews.

•IJon'tforgive
and.forget just
IJecause Stu's
publicly apolof117£d to you.
Believe me,
they don't mean
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Students should
whine less and
work a lot more
Dear editor:
This has been a unique year at
Eastern. We have a new administration in place, and a reorganized college structure has been implemented. We have struggled to save and
reallocate funds that are scarce and, ,
at the same time, maintain the
highest quality academic programs
possible.
It has not been an easy year, and
eveiyooe, from the newest of freshmen to senior graduate students
have been affected. I have never
seen a university more committed to
setting priorities and goals, gathering
information and making decision
that, while not pleasing everyone,
are in the best interests of the Institution. It has been a grueling year, but
it has also
had its rewards.
It is also my perspective that in
my entire teaching and educational
experience, I have never heard so
much non-productive whining from
a student body. Please understand

Your turn
that I am not saying student complaints are not without their merits.
What I am saying is that just Identifying the same old problems over and
over is not very productive and generally more annoying than helpful.
Now I read where your Student
Government Is going to hold "open
mike" In the Llbraiy Quad so students can vent their frustrations with
some ampllflcatlon, competing with
Brother Dan for attention on warm
spring afternoons. Entertaining?
Possibly. Useful? Probably not.
I always thought "open mike
night" Is what Student Senate meetings were for - a public forum to
address grievances and seek resolutions for the general welfare of the
student body. Senate members are
the students' voice to the administration, and If the administration Is perceived as not listening, I might suggest two possible reasons why.
Reason number one could be
Student Government needs to darify
issues of real importance and verify
student opinions through special

Gtre~?
•

hearing on the major issues.
Secondly, once an issue has
deemed important and sup
with tangible evidence, it needs
suggest reasonable remedies fer
situation based on facts and av,
resources. Eastern's administi:
and always has been, very
when presented with honest
and a dear course of corrective
action.
The old adage of "If you aren't
part of the solution, you are
the problem." has specific rel
right now. Whining just adds to
problems and reinforces the
attitude that Eastern students
self-serving young adults i
of governing themselves.
I have served with students
various boards and councils and
know this is not the case for the
majority of students who do get
involved in the process of s
governance. However, I think It
time the students develop some
quality public relations tactics
convince the rest of the comm
through positive and productive
actions that you are responsible
adults.

Dall7 Eastern New8 _ .
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rial set for two defendants
n Casey double murder case
MARSHALL (AP) - A
k County judge ordered
April 12 trial Wednesday
two of three people
ed to the deaths of two
kers at a Clark County
farm.
udge Tracy Resch set
date after a state police
stigator described how

the defendants were captured and interviewed in
Oklahoma.
Victor Phillippi is charged with shooting Wesley
Alan Hall, 20, and Jerry
Darling, 42. Their bodies
were discovered inside
waste pits last month at the
Moriah Pork Palace in

Casey.
Luther J. Sanders and
Phillippi's wife Natasha
each are charged as accomplices in the crime.
The Phillippis were in
court Wednesday. Sanders
did not participate in the
hearing because his attorney wants to withdraw from

the case, said State's Attorney David Lewis.
The Phillippis, Sanders
and Hall lived in the same
house at the hog farm.
The prosecutor alleges
that the defendants simply
wanted to see if they could
kill the men without getting
caught.

Testing 1.2.31

upreme Court idle until cases presented
ith an empty agenda so far this
ester, the Student Government
me Court will continue to sit idle
· a case is brought before it.
'ef Justice Andy Ramage said the
held an organizational meeting
week to discuss its constitution and
e care of "a little housekeeping."
ge said no further meetings have
scheduled because court members
awaiting issues to be brought before
. Until that happens, Ramage said
is little the court can do.

Student Body President Luke Neumann, who was responsible for reorganizing the court after five years, said
whether the court will be hearing any
cases soon is questionable.
"I can't be a fortune teller," Neumann
said. "In the past they (cases) have happened. I'm bound by the (Student
Government) Constitution to appoint
the Supreme Court, not make work for
them."
Neumann said the court can hear
cases regarding the legality of legislation passed by the Student Senate or
other student organizations, impeach
Student Government members for inap-

propriate conduct and revoke the recognition of student organizations if they
are not upholding their own constitutions.
Before a case goes to the court, a letter explaining the issue to be heard
must be brought to one of the members,
said court member Christopher Desmond.
Court member John Kohl said Eastern students shouldn't expect to see
much action from Supreme Court this
semester. Because the court has been
non-existent for five years, Kohl thinks
it will take time before any issues are
brought to the court.

Improve your exam
taking techniques.
Dr. David Dodd
The Testing Center
Mon., Feb. 14, 7:00 pm
Effingham Room, MLK Union
Sponsored by the EIU
Counseling Center

Alterations
&
Repairs
Byrd's Cleaners
S. 4th Curve
Tapering Waists
Lengths, Zippers

Phyllis Combs
Seamstress 345-4546

SARAH BUSH
LINCOLN

aily Special

HEALTH CENTER

Any 6" ~ub,
Small Drink
and Chips

$3.29
~
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Maria Horvat, M.D.
Obstetrician and Gynecologist

Practice
Opens January 31 1994
101 B Professional Plaza
Mattoon, Illinois 61938
(217) 235-2727 • (217) 345-2727

Office Hours
Now taking appointments
Daytime and evening hours available

.

,;

Medical School
University of Illinois School of Medicine,
Chicago, Illinois

Internship
Cook County Hospital, Chicago, Illinois Obstetrics and Gynecology

Residency
University of Illinois Hospital and Clinics,
Chicago, Illinois Obstetrics and Gynecology

Board Eligible
American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology

Professional Memberships
American Medical Association
Coles Cumberland Medical Society
American College of Obstetrics and Gynecology,
junior fellow

EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE
MONEY!
Right?
SO ... why not sell your
unwanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!

Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center • 1000 Health Center Drive
P.O. Box 372 ·Mattoon, Illinois 61938 • (217) 258-2525 • 348-2525
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CAL to offer a class without slanted view
By KRISTINA WOODS
Staff writer

A local group that thinks college students are given slanted views in their
courses will begin offering classes Feb.
21 to provide a more "balanced" view.
Kelley McClain, director of the
Charleston Alternative-Supplemental
Lyceum, a Christian group, is concerned
that instructors and textbooks teach
only half-truths.
"I feel (teachers) are coming from the
wrong slant, and they're not telling you
that," McClain said.
Many professors teach left-wing or
liberal philosophies in their disciplines,
which are harmful to traditional American culture, he said.
The subjects he plans to analyze for
errors and balanced interpretations

span more than a dozen fields: accounting, agriculture, anthropology, art, economics, government, history, law, literature, medicine, music, philosophy, and
natural science.
''Natural science teaches a one-sided
viewpoint by only teaching evolution as
opposed to creation, as though evolution
was an accepted fact," McClain said.
He said U.S. history is written by historians who only write what is politically correct so as not to embarrass the
government. He said important information concerning historical events
such as World War II are often left out of
textbooks.
McClain alleges that large corporations use their wealth and power to control what is taught in some colleges.
"Big agricultural companies donate
money to agricultural departments of

''I

feel (teachers) are coming from the wron

slant, and they're not telling you that."
-Kelley McCl
Director of the Charles
AUernative-Supplemental Lyce
some colleges to be able to control what
they teach about farming methods," he
said.
McClain said some chemicals used in
agriculture ruin the soil - a fact he said
many professors are not teaching.
"One of the main duties of CAL is to
prepare the Christian citizen for
unprecedented and covert government
agendas in a nation turning quickly

post-Christian," McClain said.
The classes will be open to youth
adults and will be based on class
lectures. They will be offered once
twice a week in Charleston at an
termined location, McClain said.
Persons interested in receiving
application for the classes can wri
The Christian-Patriot Educator,
Route 3, Box 134, Shelbyville 62565

Pregnant?
We Can Help!
•Free Pregnancy Testing
•Information about pregnancy, abortion, and alternatives

24 Hour Hotline
345-5000
Crisis Pregnancy Center Campus Outreach

BUSINESS CARD AD
4 Weeks for only $30

MEDIUM

Two
Item

With two selected toppings for

fie• a B•MUS

Pizzas

Pt••• fep

Limited Time Only! Bonus Pizza is a Medium Pepperoni

ea11~~"

Little r.aesars-~ Piv.a.!Piu.al'

Your ad will run in
Friday's Verge Section for
4 Consecutive weeks/No Changes.
StQp by Buzzard Building 127 or
1- 1

TWO

'l\vo great ptzzasl One lowprtce~ Always! Always!

345-4743

~). 11!5 81.-28 ~ ~ F:~ !,)~tails

IT PAYS
TO GO TO. THE
PROFESSIONALS AT
~fo4kM~!

WALKER'S
GARDEN
SHOPPE

for your Valentine
Cards - Cakes
Cookies - Candy
Carnations - Gifts
Balloons &

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
~r~<::>, •

Open 24 Hours
Food Stamps Accepted
Stamps
Money Orders
Xerox Service
Coupons Accepted
Lotto

A TM Debit Card o

Walker's
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linton Financial aid office
sponsors helpline

By TIM DAILEY
Staff writer

HINGTON (AP) ident Clinton hailed
agreement Weday by Israel and the
stine Liberation Oriza ti on on impleting a plan for Pal'an self-rule on the
Bank and in Gaza.
nother big milee has been achieved
y," Clinton told Jewaders.
hile Clinton suged that a total achad been worked
Israel Foreign MinShimon Peres said
only "five or six of
most complicated
es" involved had
settled with PLO
er Yasser Arafat.
e negotiations in
were designed to
lement the accord
ed last September
e White House.
· ton's words drew
use from members
he World Jewish
ess.
e president did not
how the disagreet over implementing
accord had been
ed.
y issues concerned
size of Jericho, a
Bank town where
rule is to begin, and
'ty arrangements.
t, which signed a
treaty with Israel
979, acted as a mer to try to bring the
ides together.
a related subject,
ton said the Arab
cott must end and
ael must be the
er of these nations,
onger a pariah. We
making progress on
"he said.

In observance of Financial
Aid Awareness Month, Eastern's Office of Financial Aid is
offering a financial-aid "helpline" this week to answer
questions about aid opportunities.
The helpline is meant to
provide advice to college and
high school students about
the aid application process or
admission information.
Eastern has sent two volunteers, Jone Zieren, associate director of Eastern's
financial aid office, and admissions counselor Mary
McSherry, to Springfield to
work on the helpline. They
will be joined by high school
counselors from around the
state.
McSherry said the line
helps students with financial
aid and selecting a college.
"Our theme is 'Finding and

Funding a College,' so another
aspect of the helpline is
assisting students in searching for a college. We often get
calls from students who are
still looking for a school,"
McSherry said.
McSherry said the most
commonly asked questions
are about what form to use
and about specific questions
on the forms.
This is the second year
Eastern's admissions office
has been involved in the
helpline, which has ten lines
open 12 hours a day through
the end of the week.
The helpline can be reached
toll-free at 1-800-628-7939
and will be available until
Friday from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Besides the helpline, the
financial aid office will distribute aid forms on campus
this month and hold evening
meetings about completing
them, according to Financial
Aid Director John Flynn.

Serbs acknowledge
air strike threats
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) - Bosnian
Serbs parried the threat of
NATO air · strikes with a
promise Wednesday to withdraw their big guns from
around Sarajevo and put
them under U.N. monitoring.
The Serb agreement, announced By the U.N. commander for Bosnia, came as
NATO neared a decision in
Brussels to unleash air
strikes within 10 days unless Serbs removed their
artillery from the hills around the Bosnian capital.
There were no signatures
on the Serb agreement, or
on an accord on a cease-fire
beginning Thursday at
noon. Bosnia's Muslim-led
government said Bosnian
Serbs had five days to comply.
It appeared the Serbs
might be stalling for time to
wait for world outrage over

a weekend massacre of
civilians at a Sarajevo market to subside.
Saturday's mortar attack,
which killed 68 people and
wounded 142, prompted
NATO to consider air strikes to stop the relentless
shelling of Sarajevo by
Bosnian Serb gunners.
Dozens of cease-fires
have collapsed in the past
22 months of fighting. But
the new U.N. commander
for Bosnia, Gen. Sir Michael
Rose, said this one was different because the Serbs
were under greater international pressure and had
consented to withdraw weaponry.
"This is perhaps the beginning of a process of return to normality for the
people of Sarajevo, who
have shown so much indomitable spirit and such
quality of human nature,"
Rose said.

•••••••••••••••••••••••
: Betl~s Flower Corner:
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Make your Valentine's Day
more memorable with fresh
flowers & arrangements from
Bell's Flower Corner.

: 1335 Monroe

c~

~
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• Heritage Apts.
• 4th & Buchanan

345-0LDE
THURSDAY AT

~arty's
Gyros w/Marty's Fries

$199

$1 ~s Bottles

(Lite, GB, Bud, Bud Light, Ice House)

Tonlte: Smothered fries
~:S tt

tllrdaj

~fll\gttt

Ptt~,

Epperson, Wescott &
Company
$1 25 Ice House
$1:B Zima Clear Malt
$1 Pita Pizza

f}"~~;'T M~;; ;;~~
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KIS-5!

Send the fTD®
Spot in My
Heart™

Planter

ONLY

$22.50~-~

Arrangements
as low as $15
Balloons Also
Available

.

...••.,
•

•

OPEN SUNDAY
12 PM - 5 PM

· NOBLE FLOWER SHOP

APARTMENTS

:
•
•

345-2363

345-3919:

LARGE PIZZA

a..

en

Now Leasing for '94-'95
• Oldetown Apts.
• Polk Ave. Af.ts.
• 1420 6th S . Apts

:

•••••••••••••••••••••••
~
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ONE FREE TOPPING
OR one FREE 32 OZ. PEPSI

~Dishwashers
A

/Fully
Furnished

L1Y"
A

/Garbage
Disposal

Lrr"
A

/

L1Y"

~ Laundry

/\ /1,2,3&4
Bedrooms

L1Y"

Facilities

PANTHER PIZZA HOTLINE
e, NK&..MM

348-1626

YOUNGSTOWN

:e
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"My Secretary" Resumes', letters,
and papers. For appointment,
Call 345-6807 after 4p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca M/R 5/5
GET MONEY FAST... ELECTRONICALLY FILE YOUR
TAXES AT TOKENS AND MAILBOXES
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca2110
LASER PRINTED RESUMES. 1
Page $10, 2 Pages $18. Includes
1O copies. 25 Cover Letters $12.
Martin's Computer Services, 2352736, 1917 Western Ave.,
Mattoon, M.-F. 9 A.M .- 12, 1-3
P.M., &Appt.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2110
RCS/RELATIONSHIP COMPATIBILITY SERVICE: Confidential,
economical opportunity to make
new friends, find compatible dating partners. 348-1958

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

DAYTONA SPRING BREAK! Stay
on the beach in a NEW tropical
oceanfront Motel! Well located AAA rated. Flamingo Inn - you'll
love it. Call 1-800-682-0919.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2125
SPRING BREAK: PANAMA CITY
·FROM $139 - HOTTEST SPOT
ON THE STRIP • TRANSPORTATION OPTIONAL • BILL 345·
6666
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2116
SPRING BREAK: 50% off hotel
stay and discounted rental car
service Call Kavien 348-0694 for
details.

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

DIBECJTORT
MEBTIVEll
OFFERED
TIUVEL

Packages Include:
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
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VAIL / BEAVER CREEK

81JBLEllllOBll
Fon RENT

MUSTANC ISLAND

On-compuo conioa. Bill @3"48-1479
Orgonizo o group and lnMI ITMlll
Coll for dolails.

Fon!'~~! 1

--~

Foll.!WD

~OIJNCEMEM.IW

120 ..._.. lur-.

HILTON HEAD ISLAND

Eastem Illinois

BRECKENRIDCE I KEYSTONE

RlllDllDUl.--aWW

Your Local Campus Rep is:

It·J~O~~U_N~~~S~I

tt., "-• MY 1_...,0

1-800-6-48-4849

Jim 581~2256

~~~

ACROSS

Classified Ad Form
Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

CllEI•
1-800-395-4896

ORLANDO / DISNEY WORLD

"°"'

BooMIU.TEll

For more lnfonnlllon contact
your local campus rep or calb

I

C-.in Mulco•
&om $459
Nearll Jcnnalca•
&om $509
MMtt9go lay J-1ca• &om $479
Daptona Beach,""
&om $149
l'anama City Beach, n
$129
*Departur• from Chicago

O Yes O

No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read:

1 Ace depository
7 Peter Lorre
typecast
13 In no hurry to
buy
15 Inexpensive
18 Table spread
17Humiliate
18 Twice-told
19 Fairy tale kid
22Hoodwink
28 Mosaic piece
28 - - -per-view
29 University of
Maine town
31 Jazz star, with
36-Down
34 Dialing for
dollars?

37 Slums Mother
38 Heavy bundles
39 Einstein's
birthplace

'° occurrence
lndy500

44Humdrum
46 Vodka cocktail
49 Coach Holtz of
Notre Dame
50 "All s.vstems
52 Survey
53 Spying on
who's buying?
59 Alternatives to
malls
eo "Marriage is

...

Cervantes

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _C.ompositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days
Payment:

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Cash

0 Check

Coupons
I Gal for detalsl

Join over 30,000 college students
who travel with the 11 Spring
Brak tow operator to Mexico!

PANAMA CITY BEACH

...,..
on-campualll

...__

......._

l

/ 11).i\- Party
I Dlscounls and

I Aound-Trtp Air
17-Nlghls Hotel
I Airport Transfer
I Party Package

__ __ __ _ ____ -

Bma/BmEBll

~

$429

Indianapolis and
Chicago Departures

Guaranteed ·

A.DoPTIOlV

LollT

7-Hlght Packages from
COMPLETE rlli'E 6 SEVEN NIGHT TRIPS

1-prlc•

HELP lV.lNrED
lVilTED

~

Telecommunications sales earn
$1000/wk. Call Kavien at 3480694.

DAYTONA BEACH

TBilNilWG/MVHOO.Lll

~

AA CRUISE AND TRAVEL
EMPLOYMENT GUIDE. EARN
BIG $$$ + TRAVEL THE WORLD
FREE (CARIBBEAN, EUROPE,
HAWAII, AND MORE!) HURRY!
BUSY SPRING AND SUMMER
SEASONS
RAPIDLY
APPROACHING. FREE STUDENT TRAVEL CLUB MEMBERSHIP! (919) 929-4398 EXT.
C210
2125
,,..B....,u'"""s-,.,1N-,-E=-s=--s=---=o-=p-=pc-:oc-:R-T_U_N I TY:

Need more money? Want flexible
hours? Come see what Avon has
to offer. Free gift if appointed by
Feb. 14. 217-235-AVON
---------~2114
GREEKS & CLUBS EARN $50 •
$250 FOR YOURSELF plus up to
$500 for your club! This fundraiser costs nothing and lasts one
week. Call now and receive a free
gift. 1-800-932-0528, Ext.65
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.ca2110
Accepting Applications for
Habilitation Aides. Working w/
Developmentally Disabled Adults.
Apply in person at 1701 18th St.
345-4224

0 Credit

Check number _ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

Wanted: Bass Player & Drummer
Upbeat Country Dance Band
235-4510 Call Anytime Leave
Message
--,--,----,-----·2110
BAND Looking for a Singer. Call
Kevin 345-5357 Leave message
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2110

LOVING RESPONSIBLE C
PLE EAGER TO BECOME
ENTS THROUGH ADOPT!
309-392-2574 COLLECT
LEAVE MESSAGE.

EIU ROTC LAB will be today at 3 p.m. in the Gallery of the
Luther King Jr. University Union.
L.A.S.O. WEEKLY MEETING for tonight at 7 p.m. is cancelled.
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT Union will be tonight at 8:30 p.m.
Shelbyville Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION Fun Night will be tonight at 7 p.m.
Neoga Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
RECRATIONAL SPORTS ENTRIES for wrestling will be taken .
tomorrow at 1 p.m. at the Intramural Desk of the Student R
Center.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS RACQUETBALL Singles entry dea
today from 1-11 p.m. at the Intramural Desk of the Student Re
Center.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS PLAY for "Weird bowling" is today at
in the Bowling Lanes of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Register on the spot.
THE COUNSELING CENTER will be holding a workshop at 7 p.
14 in the Effingham Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. Un'
Union. "Testing 1, 2, 3" will be presented by Dr. David Dodd.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will offer the Sacrament of
tonight from 3:30-4:30 p.m. at the Newman Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will hold a Haiti Connection
tonight at 5 p.m. at the Newman Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate Mass at 11 a.
4:30 p.m. Feb. 13 in the Auditorium Buzzard Building.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have an RCIA meeting at
Feb. 13 at the Newman Center.
PRE-ENGINEERING PROGRAM will hold a lecture
"Engineering Research at Caterpillar" today at 2 p.m. in the
Lecture Hall of the Life Science Building.
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT COLLOQUIUM will be on the
Technology at Caterpillar" tonight at 4 p.m. in Room 215 of the
Science Building.
COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION BOWLING will be at 7 p.m.
at the Bowling Lanes at the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Origially scheduled for Feb. 10.
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION weekly meeting will be
p.m. Feb. 11 in the Afro-American Cultural Center.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
any non-orofit. campus organizational event. All Clips should be su
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should
milted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is d
Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER D
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be 1aken by phone. Any C
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips
edited for available space.

81 Saint-Tropez is
one

DOWN
1 Makes confetti
2Company
trademark
3 Clean water
agcy.
4 Prefix with
glottis or gram
s Pinot
Chardonnay
8 Downstairs: Fr.
7 For beginners
a Armored god
9like many
football
stadiums
10 Scheduled
11 Reception site
12 N.Y. summer
time
13Chambre
14 Kotter of 70's TV
15 Start, as a
computer
19 Start of a toast
20 Spray, perhaps
21 Grandma
23 Knowing about
24 Bit of distress
25Goggle
27 Fish entree
30 Sun or moon
31 Near riot
32 "Thi~. is only

59
61

60
Puzzle by A. J. santora

33 Not discounted
34 - - off (scold)
35 Anecdotal
Born beck
38 See 31-Across
37 Butter container
41 Writer at
Orchard House
42Guffaws
43--out
(ignore)
45 "It - - Be You"
(Kahn-Jones
hit)

46 Romance or

sci-ti, e.g.
47 Pop music's
--Pop
48Drive
s1 Bravo and
Grande
52 Ending with
spin or speed

53Artdeg.
54Golfer
Woosnam
55 Sgt., for o
58Cofor
57 U.F.O.

THURSDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIFE-38

Fox-8 55

DISC-33

WEIU-9 51

Inside Edition
Cops

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

SportsCenter
College Basketball:

Major Dad
Wings

Designing Women
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

Beyond 2000

Lamb Chop
Reading Rainbow

Mad About You
Wings

Movie: Gunsmoke:
One Man's Justice

Missing Persons

Florida State at
Wake Forest

Murder, She Wrote

Bullseye
NBA Basketball:

Illinois Gardner
This Old House

Sisters

Simpsons
Sinbad

Strange Powers
Pirates

Little House

Bulls at Bucks

Prairie Fire
Changing Land

Movie: The Mean
Season

In Living Color
Herman's Head

Movie Magic
Machines

Bonanza

Star Trek: The Next
Generation

lnfin~e

News
America/Wholey

Star Trek

Strange Powers
Pirates

Seinfeld
Frasier

Matlock

Movie: Mortal Sins
College Basketball:

L.A. Law

Connie Chung

Prime Time Live

News
Jay Leno

News
M.A.S"H

News
Married...

Marquette at
Cincinnati
SportsCenter

Mystery!
Wings
Wings

News
Highlander

Being Served?
Movie

Unsolved
Mysteries

Voyage

Red/Green Show
Movie: Gun Moll

,...,

~

LAMIFIED iDTEBTIMIIfG
·,,·*'' .

ON: Affectionate, funlovple, both professionals,
ughing at old movies,
with our dog, Rocky, readtrave Ii ng. We long to
r warm, nurturing, tune with your baby. Will
any way we can. Call
and Chuck collect
794.

dog and cat lovers to
2 bedrooms in a 4 BR,
ft. apt. One BR available
r graduation. The other
6-16-94. Utilities plus,
$175/mo. on 12 month
$210 mo.on 10 month
Ph. Leigh at 345-5523.
scount for rent paid in
2125
___R..,,_o-o'""'M-M,.,.AT=E~W.,..,A..,...N°TED
IG, CHEAP ($160) +
TO CAMPUS LIVING
WN. 345-4744

---=--:------·2111
Townhouse near Wal•OD month. Trash include beginning Summer.
7525

decorated house for 8
ing washer and dryer
lawn. 1508 - 1st St, 2
of O'Brien field. Aug 1. $180.00 per person
- you pay your own utili345-2113 Eads Realty
Charlotte.
. .-:----:----=-::--:-:--:--:5/6
sing for Fall. McArthur
artments two-bedroom
apartments. 913-917
345-2231.
5/6
""o.,...,u-=-s=Es=--1'"'8:--=o-=-6-."""1-=-606,
EET 1022, 2ND AND
E BEDROOM APART415 HARRISON

ECONOMICAL! $135.00 per person per month. (lowest price near
campus!) 3 bdrm apt for 3 persons. Aug. 1 to June 1 lease. 2
Blocks N. of EIU, partially furnished. Call 345-2113 Eads
Realty for Charlotte or Jan.
(Waddell Apts.)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _516

Houses 4-6 persons 1 block from
EIU. Furnished, parking NO
PETS 10 mo lease 3456621/348-8349
--------~2125
WHAT A SAVINGS! Heat, lights,
water, trash and air conditioning
included! 4 1 /2 blocks from
Campus (behind Pizza Hut). 1
bedroom apts. 1 person - 1 bdrm.
$325.00 per month, 2 persons - 1
bdrm. $185.00 each. 11 1/2
month lease. Aldo Roma Apts,
Call 345-2113 Eads Realty for
Charlotte or Jan.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
Apartment 1-3 Bedrooms furnished AC 10-12 mo lease NO
PETS. 345-6621/348-8349

--------~2125

LEASING APTS FOR FALL close
to EIU. Excellent cond. no pets.
M-F:8-5 Sat. 9-12 345-7286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,5/6
Fall '94 Also Available Summer 4
Bedroom House Appliances
Furnished. Large Backyard
Excellent Location - Ample
Parking. Call 345-9774 After
5:00p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110
Furnished rooms for quiet mature
students. Low utilities. 6 blocks
from campus. Available fall '94
and Spring and Summer '95.
Utilities plus, $175/mo. for 12 mo.
lease of $210/mo. for 10 month
lease. 10% discount for rent paid
in advance. Ph. 1-234-4831 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2125
House for 5-7 persons. 5 bdrms.
2 baths. 94-95 fall classes. 1O
month lease. 2 blocks from
Charleston Square. 766 6th
street. For more info call 3452784.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca 2110
Close to Campus Houses 94-95
school year 3-6 people Trash furnished 10-12 mo. lease - No Pets
345-4602
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2110
Campus Rentals: 2 BO APARTMENTS For 2-3 girls. Quiet location, close to campus. Call CAMPUS RENTAL 345-3100 between
3-9p
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2114
Close to Campus 1 & 2 Bdroom
Apts. 94-95 school year trash furnished 10-12 mo. lease No pets
345-4602
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2110

2 Bedroom furnished Apts. For 3
or 4 people. Dishwasher garbage
disposal, trash pick up and park•-:---c:-:---:---~2121
Park Apartments. Now
ing paid. Call 345-2363
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2-00
i>r Fall. Very Nice 2 bed. Completely furnished
SUMMER ONLY ONE/THREE
campus. Water and
BEDROOM HOUSES EXCELincluded in rent $210 . LENT CONDITION. CLOSE TO
2 or $165 each for 3, 10 CAMPUS. VERY REASONABLE.
348-0288
348-5032
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2121

.

...... •..
~.

Several one bdrm apts. available
close to Charleston Square. Call
345-2784.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca 2110
4 furnished apartments, across
from campus, for rent Fall 1994.
Call 345-3059.
.,,.-----,-------,---,--·2115
One Bedroom available now.
Fully furnished. Dishwasher,
garbage disposal, trash & cable
paid. 345-2520
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,2118
Nice 1,2, and 3 BDRM. Apts
Avail. For Next School Yr. Call
Jim at 345-1556 Leave Name &
Phone#
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2115
Nice Clean Furnished house, with
Washer and Dryer For 3 or 4 people across from Morton Park (1225
2nd) Call between 9-5, 345-2784
.......c_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2114
NEW APARTMENTS 1/2 BLOCK
FROM BUZZARD Ready for Fall
'94 Call today 345-2265
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110
NOW LEASING FOR FALL.
Apartment rentals, 1 & 2 bedroom apartments, furnished or
unfurnished 348-n46.

Spring Break! Bahamas Party
Cruise 6 Days $279! Includes 12
Meals! Panama City Room With
Kitchen 8 Days $119! Cancun &
Jamaica 8 , Days From $469!
Daytona $1491 Key West $249!
Cocoa Beach $1591 1-800-678-

6386

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110

MACINTOSH
Computer.
Complete system including printer only $500. Call Chris at 800289-5685.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2121
Male Iguana 3 feet long Healthy
$100.00 or obo 348-1955
---,--,,--,---,,---,---.,----,,---2110
83' Olds Cutlass for Sale $700
OBO Call 581-5406

Found: A set of keys in room 102
Kiehm
--------,----2110
Lost: Watch with "I Love You,
Colleen" engraved on back .
Reward. Call Neal 348-0494
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110
Found: In Buzzard Gym, a watch
please come to Student
Publications to identify.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2115
Lost: Purse in Lantz Gym has
with very valuable documents.
Please Call 581-3398
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2115
LOST: Glasses at Roe's on Sat.
night Please call Paul 348-5321 if
found Reward
,,,..,--,--.-------,-,--,,,....-=-:-'2115
FOUND: Watch lost in Physical
Science Building. Identify in Rm
119. Ask for Pam.

AMERICA'S #1 "METALLICA"
TRIBUTE BAND "DAMAGE INC"
ON TOUR FROM DETROIT AT
TED'S TONITE. SEE & HEAR
PYROTECHNIC & ACTION
SHOW.
SPECIAL GUEST
"PARADOX" BUD-MILLER LITE MICHEAL SHEA'S $1.00
--------~2110
"BEE" MY VALENTINE BALLOON BO-K. $10 .00 UP UP &
AWAY BALLOONERY 345-9462
1503 7TH ST
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2114
CASH
FOR
COLLEGE!
RESULTS 100% GUARANTEED!
Recorded message gives details.
345-2629, ext. 112.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/6
ATTENTION CUPIDS ORDER
YOUR VALENTINE BALLOON
BOUQUETS AT TOKENS. LOTS
OF CHOICES, WE DELIVER.
WE CAN ALSO SHIP BALLOONS AND VALENTINES UPS
AT TOKENS AND MAILBOXES.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2114
Manicures and sculptured nails.
For more info Call 345-8661 Ask
·
for Amy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2114
A "RED HOT" DEVIL BALLOON
BO-K FOR YOUR SPECIAL
VALENTINE UP UP & AWAY
BALLOONERY 1503 7TH 3459462
.,---------=,---=-·2114
Attention Students: The Pre-Law
club will be offering a mock LSAT
on Wed. Feb 16th at 4:00pm in
the LIB BOG room. The cost will
be 15.00 and the deadline to sign
up is Feb 15.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2114
Clean your closets! Donations
needed for huge, February 26
rummage sale to raise funds for
future Charleston Planned
Parenthood . Pick up available.
Call Devon at 581-6305. Please
leave message
AMERICA'S #1 "METALLICA"
TRIBUTE BAND "DAMAGE INC"
ON TOUR FROM DETROIT AT
TEDS TONITE. SEE & HEAR
PYROTECHNIC & ACTION
SHOW.
SPECIAL GUEST
"PARADOX" BUD-MILLER LITE •
MICHAEL SHEA'S $1.00
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2110
BALLOONS, KISSES AND A
SWEETHEART BEAR FOR
YOUR VALENTINE $17.50 UP
UP AND AWAY BALLOONERY
1503 7TH ST 345-9462
..,...----,,-----,,----,-,--~·2114
Give Someone Special a Gift on
Valentines Day. l.F.C./Panhel
Carnations. $1.00 in the Union
from 11 :OOam - 3:00pm
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110
PARTY NAKED!!!!! CO-ED
NAKED T-SHIRTS ARE BACK IN
AT TOKEN'S. GREAT FOR
VALENTINES. NOW FEATURING MARDI-GRAS, SPRING
BREAK, AND SUN BATHING.
ALSO 50 OTHER TITLES.

--------~2114

ED: O.K. so they screwed up!
Happy Birthday Anyway! Irene

--------~2110

lvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
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SEND A VALENTINE BALLOON
ANYWHERE IN THE USA. UP
UP & AWAY BALLOONERY 1503
7TH ST 345-9462
-,..----,-,------·2110
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA LADIES
AND DATES GET READY FOR
FORMAL IN ST.LOUIS!!!!!!!!!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2110
BRIAN ERNST - THANK YOU
SO MUCH FOR SERVING AS
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA DREAM
MAN FOR THE LAST YEAR!!!!!!!!
---,----,-----,...,------·2110
"DAMAGE INC" ON TOUR FROM
DETROIT. AMERICA'S #1
"METALLICA" TRIBUTE BAND
AT TED'S TONITE. SEE & HEAR
ACTION & PYROTECHNIC
SHOW.
SPECIAL
GUEST
"PARADOX." BUD-MILLER LITEMICHAEL SHEA $1 .00
.,.--------~2110
Christine Islas I'm so glad you're
my daughter. I know we will have
a great time together. Phi Sig
Love and mine, Jo Lynn

--------~2110

Congratulations to STEFANIE
ANDREWS and AMY DECKER
of ALPHA GAMMA DELTA on
becoming 1994 Homecoming CoChairs. Your Sisters are proud of
you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110
To My ASA Sisters: It has been
an honor to be your 93-94
Chapter Sweetheart. See you all
at Formal. Love, Kendyl
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,2110
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN SEE
YOU IN ST.LOUIS!!l!I!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2110
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TRACEY. You
OLD lady. The First round is on
me . Thanks for being such a
great roomie. Sigma Love Becca

THURS
DAY
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Brian: Looking forward to a great
ASA FORMAL with you! I love
youl Love, Becky
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2110
Dan Drews of Lambda Chi:
Thanks for making last weekend
GREAT! I can't wait for Formal on
Friday. DZ Love, Jen
--------,---2110
To the ladies of ASA, After
Saturday Night St.Louis will never
be the same. See you all there.
Love, Brian
2110
A--,-M..,.Y,....,,.c-=o..,.L..,.
L""IN-,-S,,--:OccF=--cA-=s-=T,--:Your
heart is filled with AST. You will
be a great pledge educator. Tau
Love, Your Sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,2110
MICHELLE DODSON OF AST :
Congratulations on becoming our
new assistant pledge educator!
Tau love, Your Sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 2110
LORI
SLOAN
OF
AST :
Congratulations on being elected
the new Rush Director of Alpha
Sigma Tau. Tau love, Your Sisters
--------~2110
Congratulations JEN BEHRENS
on getting lavaliered to MIKE
HUSBY of Pl KAPPA ALPHA!
Your SIGMA KAPPA Sisters are
excited for you!
--------~2114
BRETT KASHANITZ: I hope you
are ready to party this weekend. I
Love you, Anne
PS. I'll be the one dressed like a
classy bum.
2110
..,.K,,,_R.,,.,IS,..,S,.,Y.,....,.L"'"'A-=R-=s-=o'""N_o_f-,S,..,.-1G: MA
0

KAPPA: Congratulations on being
lavaliered to BRIAN KANER of
DELTA CHI! Your Sisters are
happy for you!

...............................
••.••••••.••............•••..•.

--------~2110

SURPRIS£ YOUR

fRIENDI
Place -, ,..n,...

BIRTHDAY AD
with a
PHOTO

AND MESSAGE
The Dally Eastern News
(Deadline: 3 Business Days Before Ad Is to run)

.... . .. . ...

•••••••••••

You WANT to GO,
You NEED to Go,
You HAVE to Go,
but. ..you Have NO CASH!
The Dally Eastern News Spring Break Classifieds
can turn those unwanted items into Spring Break CASH!

IF 'SOt"it.~'C. £l'5t
OFFERS Th Do IT,
LET Mt. ~t-l°'""

.

MCI WHAT GE\S
A~f..L.

"This may be used only by Students, Faculty and Staff selling personal items.
Does not apply to any commercial enterprises. Good through February only.
(No refunds or credits on canceled ads). Student ads must be paid in
advance. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. NO EXCEPTIONS. The News
reserves Iha right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone:_ _ _ _ _ __

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Cl 10 words Cl 15 words

Message:

Cl 20 words

Dates to run _ _ __

(one word per line)

Person accepting a d - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
No. words/days _ _ _ _ _ _~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
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0PFIVUL NOTIVEjt
ELECT(CLOSED)SCHEDULE
- Sign-up before Feb. 3rd.
February 21 - FREEPORT
SCHOOL DISTRICT #145 Many (!!!) Teaching Positions
February 22 - ROMONA
SCHOOL - Many(!!!) Teaching
Positions; PIZZA HUT OF
AMERICA, INC - Majors:
Hospitality; Marketing;
Management
February 23 - PRIMERICA
FIHAHCIAL SEB~ICES Position: Fi_
n ancial Managers All Majors
February 24 - FLEMING CPA
Accounting Positions

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
The following employing
organizations will be on-campus
to interview Eastern Illinois
University students for position
openings. STUDENTS MAY
SIGN UP FOR INTERVIEWS
ON QeEN SCl:IEDULES
PRIOR TO THE SCHEDULED
INTERVIEW DATE. STUDENTS SHOULD SIGN-UP
FOR eBESELECI (CLQSED)
SCHEDULES AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE! Sign-up at the
Career Planning and
Placement Center, Student
Services Bldg, Room 13.
February 14 - CSC
INTELICOMMajors: Computer Science
Majors; NORTHWEST HOOPIS
AGENCY - Mandatory Seminar
at 7 p.m. in Shelbyville Room for
Financial Sales Representatives
positions; COMMONWEALTH
EDISON seminar in Shelbyville
Room, Union from 3 p.m. - 5
p.m.
February 15- NORTHWEST
MUTUAL HOOPIS AGENCY Majors: Business and Liberal
Arts; COMMONWEALTH EDISON - Majors: Computer
Science, Comp. Math; COUNTRY COMPANIES - Majors:
Computer Science or Business
with specific coursework (visit
our office for more info.)
February 16- MILLER BUSINESS FORMS - Major:
Marketing; OSCO DRUGSISAVON DRUGS - Any major with
interest in retail.
February 17 - GENERAL ELECTRIC CAPITAL CORPORATION
Majors: Accounting or Finance w/
accounting coursework - PRES-

ll':lIEBl':lSl::llES'iS!.!MMEB
i;;MELQYMEl':ll\CAMES
February 8 - WALT DISNEY
WQRLD - Majors:
Communication; Business;
Hospitality; Recreation; Theatre
MimdatQry Hmioac elleoiog Qf
Febcugry 7th,
February 23 - ANDERSON
WESTERN COLORADO
CAMPS
Shirley A. Stewart, Director Career Planning & Placement
Center
FALUSUMMER
REGISTRATION
Students assigned to the
Academic Assistance Center
must make an appointment to
register for the Summer and/or
Fall 1994 terms. Appointments
may be made starting at 8:00
a.m. on MQodall Febn.!aQl 2j.
Advising for Summer and Fall
Terms will them begin on
MQDQiilll. EebniaQl 26.

YOUR MOM WILL
YOU WILL TOO!

College of Business for Summer
and Fall Hl!'.14 must apply for a
position 0'"! tt-?e priority list by
completing an application form
in Room FAM 219, Doudna Fine
Arts Center no later than
Wednesday, February 23, 1994.
Arts and Humanities majors with
minors in Business
Administration must also do this
if they are planning to enroll in
upper division courses in the
College of Business for Spring
1994.

Barbara-Jean Fening, Director
Academic Assistance

James K. Johnson, Acting Dean

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
MAJORS
College of Sciences majors
planning to enroll in upper divisjon courses in the Lumpkin
College of Business for Summer
1994 and/or Fall 1994 must
apply for a position on the priority list by completing an application form .in the Dean, College of
Sciences Office in Old Main 202
no later than Friday, February
25, 1994. College of Sciences
majors with minors in Business
Administration must also do this
if they are planning to enroll in
upper division courses in the
Lumpkin College of Business for
Surnmer 1994.and/or Fall 1994.
Jon Laible, Dean, College of
Sciences
ARTS & HUMANITIES
MAJORS
Arts and Humanities majors
planning to enroll in upper division courses in the Lumpkin

::-:_

~21.

John Flynn,
Director of Financial Aid
FINANCIAL AID
WORKSHOPS
Financial Aid Workshops will
be held in the Shelbyville Room,
Martin Luther King University
Union on February 15th, and
21st from 7-8:30 pm. The workshops are offered to help par-

Win a Mountain Bike!
Drawing at Mficdlirufi1cceo

~, a~~!~~~~! ~
"Home of the 25¢ Brat"

Lowenbrau

SHOW

I>a.rk.

Pitchers
$3.50
Hours:
5 p.m.- 1 a.m. Mon.-Thurs.
4 p.m.-1 a.m. Fri. & Sat.
509 VanBuren
345-2380

SPRING FINANCIAL AID
DISBURSEMENT
Spring Semester 1994
Financial Aid Disbursement for
Perkins Loan is February 15,
1994 from 9:00 am - 3:30 pm.
Students scheduled to receive
Perkins Loan should report to
the Grand Ballroom, University
Union on that day with their student ID card.
Those students receiving Pell
Grant, SEOG and SEDS not in
conjunction with Perkins Loan
need to make sure their local
address is correct, as they will
receive their disbursement
through mail.

Mother's

345 - 4489

WOOD REAL ESTATE
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND
OPERATED

Students assigned to the
Center are al! freshmen, prebusiness majors and students
who have not declared or met
admission requirements to their
selected majors. The appointment must be made in person.
El::!Ql':lE CALLS EQB AEEQll':lIMEl':lI DAIES Wl!.L l':lQI 6E
ACCEPIED. The Assistance
Center is located in Blair Hall,
Room #100. Office hours are
Monday through Friday, 8:00
a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

ents and students understand
the forms and process to apply
for both federal and state programs.
John Flynn,
Director of Financial Aid
ADVISEMENT BEFORE
REGISTERING
If you are currently attending
EIU and expect to register for
Summer or Fall, make an
appointment to see your adviser
as soon as possible. Academic
advisement is required for ALL
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS.
The class schedule bulletins
should be published in late
February.
Michael D. Taylor, Director of
Registration
PAY REGISTRATION
ADVANCE DEPOSIT
Before you can register for
Summer or Fall, you must pay
an advance deposit--$25 or
Summer; $100 for Fall--at the
cashier window at Old Main
BEGINNING FEBRUARY 14.
Submit your advance deposit
with an advance deposit coupon
(available at the cashier window
or in the schedule bulletin). An
EIU employee who plans to register must contact the
Registration Office about the
advance deposit; a student who
plans to use co-op teacher
waivers must contact the
Student Teaching Office.

~

E

YOUlllALLY

Lillian R. Greathouse, Chair,
BED/AIS
ATTENTION HONOR
STUDENTS
If you are graduating in
Spring, Summer, or Fall 1
you need to contact Mau
Carven at 581-2017 or 3488634 and leave your name,
major, semester of gradua
and whether you are part· ·
ing in University or
Departmental Honors.
Herbert Lasky, Director,
Programs

Black History Month

Essay Contest

1. Entries should be 500 words or less
Theme:

Where Do We Go From Here

3. Awards will be given at the Miss Black EIU
Pageant, Saturday, February 26.

Prizes Donated By:

"TCIY''

Tile Coladl'g'!i Best "#Jgurt.

TODAY•5
SPECIALS

409 7th St.• 345-7427

BUSINESS EDUCATION
MAJORS
There will be an oriental"
meeting for Business Edu
Majors who are seeking a
sion to Business Teacher
Education. This is a required
meeting for all majors who
not attended a previous
Business Education meeting.
The meeting will be held in
105 at 3:30 pm on February
1994.

·Michael D. Taylor, Director of
Registration

~

~lilffllllfillij'

Scrumptious Desserts
Fresh Baked Muffins
Daily Breakfast Specials

Michael D. Taylor, Director
Registration

2. ·oeadline - Feb. 18, 1994
Bring entries to the News office, Buzzard
Building by 4 p.m.

!WHAT'S COOKIN'I

• Homemade beef and
noodles with real
mashed potatoes,
vegetable and a
whole wheat roll
• Grilled tenderloin
sandwich on a kaiser
roll with soup or
salad
• Spinach, mushroom
and cheese omelette
with soup and muffin

ALL STUDENTS/
FACULTY/STAFF
A student or a faculty/
member who needs an E.I.
identification card made or
dated should go to the
Registration Office, south
ment of McAfee Gym. Pr
your driver's license to ha\19
l.D. made.

It's time to think Spring at

LIKE THIS APf.-Jim Wood ....

Official Notices are paid for by the Office of University Publi
Questions concerning Notices should be directed to the origi

EARROW TRAVEL
348-0147

a

Coach Eddy's

~
ll*y_ .......
k&!!l!DoOy-

Dairy Queen· stores are proud sponsors oflhe Children's Miracle Network
Telethon which benefits local hospitals for children
ti AM DO Corp./1992

<'J Reg. U.S. Pat Off., AM 0 Q C..p,

CHARLESTON DAIRY QUEEN

345-6886
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·pken gets delayed honor
rl'IMORE (AP)- Better
than never, Cal Ripken
honored \Vednesday as
greatest home-run hitting
top in baseball history.
·pken won a game for the
'more Orioles by hitting
er off Minnesota's Scott
ckson last July 15th.
ly seven months later,
Orioles finally got around
owledging his place in
baseball record book.
e problem was that no
not even Ripken, knew
significance of the solo

blast at the time. It was his
278th as a shortstop, but the
Orioles figured that Ripken
still needed 15 homers to tie
Ernie Banks' record of293.
Four years ago, however,
the Elias Sports Bureau,
baseball's official record keeper, discovered that Banks had
been credited with 16 homers
at shortstop that he had actually hit while playing first
base. The Orioles didn't find
out about the change until
recently and finally got
around to commemorating

• From Page 12

n.
owever, Eastern volleyball coach Betty
n said she was disappointed by news- that
a was not going to be part of the new

e.
t hurts because they were definitely the
team in that division coming in," Ralston
"It will hurt our power rankings."
NCAA looks at conferences power rankpart of the process for awarding automatd play-in berths to the NCAA National
ent.
ston also said Lewis was the National
yball Committee chairperson and with
a not in the league, it could lessen the
n's chances to gain a bid to the tourna-

e would have fought to get her own (con) a bid in the tournament," Ralston said.
t Craft said he believed volleyball will
· the bid the Mid-Con currently has.
understanding is volleyball will keep it's

• From Page 12

rebounding has been a strength of late.
Panthers have outrebounded five of their
seven opponents and beaten their last
ent, Northern Illinois, on the boards 37onday.

Ripken's feat \Vednesday.
Banks joined the fun, presenting Ripken with congratulations and a signed bat.
The Orioles also announced
that the spot where the ball
landed in the left-field stands
would be marked by an
orange seat.
Ripken, who has received
more than enough attention
during his outstanding
career, was thankful that he
earned the record without
having to endure a media
onslaught prior to the feat.

bid," Craft said.
Basketball will regain its bid in 1995-96
after losing it next season because of six current
Mid-Con schools leaving the league for the
Midwestern Collegiate Conference next year.
Mid-Con commissioner Jerry Ippoliti said he
is happy with the new alignment in a statement released by the conference.
"\Ve are extremely pleased with this new
alignment," Ippoliti said in the release. "Every
member, new and old, has made a strong commitment to the league for years to come, and
the future of the league looks very bright."
Craft said Eastern agreed to a two-year commitment and said the school will explore its
options at the end of that time. He added that
Eastern has been involved in discussions with
the Ohio Valley Conference.
"\Vith college athletic conferences being in
constant flux these days, we thought it would
be intelligent to explore another option," Craft
said. "All we've been doing is dialoguing with
the OVC. There's been no formal proposals.
\Ve're in (the Mid-Con) for the next two years."

348-5454
Now OPEN FOR LUNCH!

The ONLY Off Campus Housing
On Campus
Now Leasing for Fall '94

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
(Across from the Union on 7th)

() Dishwashers
() 1 ,2, &... 3 Bedroom
() Balconies
Furnished Units
() Free Trash &... Parking () Laundry
()Central AC
Call anytime 348- 1479 for an appointment
or drop by the Rental Office on 715 Grant St. # 101
3:30 - 5:30 pm M-F

"Against Austin Peay, we have to contend
with their strength inside," said Panther
coach Rick Samuels. "They want to get the
ball to Beck, Savage and \Vells, (but) we've
been rebounding better lately and that'll be
important in this one because Austin Peay
has some horses inside."

dy Panthers _ _ _ _ __
• From Page 12

ut Klein realizes his
can play up to its
ntial, and that picking
win against either team
impossible.
e have to concentrate on
offensive and defensive
uction," Klein said. "If
an do these things, we

should be able to hold both
teams down."
\Vhat the Lady Panther's
will have to concentrate on
holding down is senior Kim
\Vood.
\Vood, a 6-foot-4 center
from Oak Forest, leads the
Phoenix in scoring with an
18.3 points per game aver-

age, and a shooting percentage of 68 percent.
"The only way you can stop
Kim \Vood is not letting her
have a career game," Klein
said. "She is the best player
we've seen all year."
The game is scheduled for
7:30 p.m. at Green-Bay's
Phoenix Sports Center.

1415 Fourth St.
345-9025

Open
Late Night!

sauce
found only
at
La.Bamba!

THURSDAY DRAFT NIGHT
25 ¢ Drafts
$1°0 Bottles
NO COVER

FIASHBACK FRIDAY
If you thought that last friday was good
you'll never forget this friday - check us out!!!

75¢ Drafts

$1 50 Long Island

$1°° COVER

SATURDAY AT STU'S: Are there any questions???
COMING TO STU'S THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7th:

Mid-Con
finalizes
align111en
Hofstra not include
in league's neW" loo
By RYAN GWSTI
Sports editor

DEE ANN VILLECCO /Staff photographer
Andre Rodriguez looks to pass the ball during Eastern's game with fllinois-Chicago last
Saturday. The Panthers will play host to Austin Peay tonight at 7 p.m

Northeastern Illinoi
Valparaiso.
"With Hofstra gon
The Mid-Continent Con- definitely going to w
ference officially announced the league in some
its new alignment Wed- said John Craft, Eas
nesday - minus one of the acting athletic director.
schools that was expected to
Hofstra is looking
join.
admission to the
Hofstra University, one of Atlantic Conference w
the original members of the expanding from eight
East Coast Conference sched- teams, according t
uled to be involved in the school's assistant at
m erger with the Mid-Con, director Cindy Lewis.
was not included in the
With the league a
league's new alignment.
to play a double roun
That leaves the Eastern format, Craft said Eas
Division with only four sports teams' schedur
schools - Buffalo, Conn- not be effected too m
ecticut State, Youngstown all sports except bask
State and Troy State - while Eastern will play on
the Western Division remains teams in its division
at six schools - Eastern, and not face teams
Western Illinois, Missouri- other division until th
Kansas City, Chicago State,

Men's basketball team
Lady
Panthe
awaits the Governors
start road tri

By RANDY LISS
Staff writer

The Panthers' current five-game homestand will come to a close tonight when
Eastern takes the floor for its last non-conference game of the season, facing the
Governors of Austin Peay at Lantz Gym at
a special 7:05 starting time.
The game was originally scheduled for
Jan. 19, but inclement weather forced the
game to be held off until Jan. 20. After more
rough winter weather, the Jan. 20 date was
put off until tonight.
When these two teams last met Dec. 4,
the Panthers defeated Austin Peay in
Clarksville, Tenn. in overtime 83-81.
After an 0-7 start this season, the
Governors (8-10) have turned things
around, winning eight of their last 11 and
bolting out to a 7-2 start in the Ohio Valley
Conference.

Austin Peay has one of the better frontcourts that the Panthers will see this year.
Senior center Tyrone Beck leads the team
in scoring at 14.9 points per game and is
second in the Ohio Valley in rebounding,
averaging 9.2 boards. Beck collected a
league-high 22 boards against TennesseeMartin in the Govs' 79-64 win Feb. 5.
Freshman Bubba Wells has put together
a solid rookie season as the Governors'
starting power forward. Wells has averaged
11.2 points and 5.5 rebounds on the season.
And sophomore Jermaine Savage has
blossomed this season in his first year as
Austin Peay's starting small forward.
Savage popped for 21 points and 12
rebounds when Eastern last saw the
Governors, and he has scored 14.3 points
and 6.2 boards per game so far.
With a front line that active, rebounding
will be essential for the Panthers, and their
"' Continued on Page 11

By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer

The Eastern women's basketball team begins a twogame road swing tonight as it
travels to Wisconsin-Green
Bay before moving on to compete against the Panthers of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
Although the Lady Panther's have dropped their last
six contests, head coach John
Klein remains optimistic
about his team's chances.
"Green Bay has shown
signs of struggling offensively," said Klein. "But on the
other hand, they are a great
defensive team.

"We just have to
they're not on track ofti
ly."
The Phoenix aren'
only Mid-Continent
with a struggling offe
Eastern is dead last ·
conference for offensiv
duction.
Which brings a ques
mind: what does Klei
his team hope to benefit
their brief tour of Am
Dairyland?
"There is too many
we have to do - like w
on basics, before we
think about beating G
Bay," said Klein.
• Continued on Page

Men's track team heads to conference me
By BRIAN HARRIS

Staff writer
It's conference time for the men's
track team.
Some would ask, "Didn't the season just start?"
The answer is yes, but the Central
Collegiate Conference, to which the
men's team belongs, is not your ordinary conference.
When the Mid-Continent pulled
the indoor and outdoor championships in 1992, due to a lack of full
teams, Eastern was left without a
bulls-eye to shoot at.
However, last year the Panthers

were invited to join the CCC, which is
an exclusive conference for track and
cross country.
Founded in 1926, the CCC meet is
more of an invitational than a league
championship, as most of its 26 member schools have an official affiliation
with their own conference. The CCC
boasts of some big-name members
such as Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin
and Michigan State among others.
Although this weekend's indoor
championship at Michigan falls in
the middle of the Panthers' season,
head coach Neil Moore said he his
happy his team at least has a championship to concentrate on.

"It gives us something to shoot for,"
said Moore. "When we lost the MidCon, it was a let down to everyone,
especially since we always won it."
This will be the Panthers' first
showing at the indoor meet. However,
the team placed fifth at the outdoor
meet last spring and the cross country team was seventh last October.
Neither Moore nor his assistant,
John Mcinerney, could say for sure
what teams will be present this
weekend. Each school is required to
attend at least one of the three championships each year, so there is no
guarantee of a full Big Ten lineup at
anyofthem.

However, Mcinerney sai
expects to see some this week
no Big Ten schools were pres
the cross country meet last f:
because the indoor meet comes
more convenient time than the
door meet.
The Panthers will be field"
athletes in all. Top entrant
Eastern include Obadiah Coope
won the 100-meter dash at last
outdoor meet, in the 55 and 200
McAfee in the 400, Neal Tre
and Tim Thompson in the high
Nate Shaffer in the mile a
Macklin in the 55 high hurdl
jumps.

